Micro Focus Mainframe Solutions - providing a new
Approach to Business Application Service Delivery and
Innovation
Enterprise product set improves mainframe business efficiencies through use of complementary alternative
platforms.

Accordingto Standish Group, 70% of CIOs believe the mainframe has a central, strategicrole today. However, the mainframe poses challenges for IT
teams: highoperating costs, limited flexibility to support changing requirements and theneed for specialized skills are all constricting the mainframes
businessvalue.
Inresponse to the mainframe challenge, Micro Focus (LSE.MCRO.L), theleading provider of application modernisation, testing and management
solutions, is launching its Enterpriseproduct set, which enables customers to optimise all aspects of mainframeapplication delivery, drive down costs,
increase productivity, and accelerateinnovation.
BruceCraig, country manager, Australia and New Zealand, at Micro Focus said: Itstime the industry addressed the mainframe elephant in the room.
Enormous businessvalue is built into the mainframe environment but the applications it runs areway behind where the business needs them to be.
Modernisation projects take toolong, and costly ongoing increases in capacity are required. This calls for an optimisationstrategy to simplify the
application landscape and its delivery processes takingadvantage of much lower cost capacity that is readily available today in theform of Windows,
Unix, Linux and the cloud.
Continuing,Craig said: Importantly, the Enterprise product set delivers all this withoutthe need to start from scratch, so organisations can build on the
significantinvestments already made in business applications potentially saving millionsof pounds and thousands of man-hours in the process.
TheEnterprise product set comprises:
Enterprise Analyzer allows organisations to closely analyse theflexibility of applications; the technical metrics; what stakeholders or usersbelieve is
important; the cost-effectiveness of what is owned; impact analysis,and much more. Decision makers in the enterprise can leverage a clearrepository
of business intelligence about the application portfolio; whileprogramming staff gain technical information that increases confidence, andimproves
accuracy and quality.
Enterprise Developer delivers the Integrated Development Environment(IDE) that transforms the green screen character-basedmainframe
development environment intothe look and feel of languages such as Java. Current developers will typicallywork 40% more productively in the new
environment, while new developers will have afamiliar Windows-like interface that eliminates thesteep learning curve of the mainframe environment.
Enterprise TestServer enables organisationsto free up mainframe MIPS by moving significant test cycles to a Windows serverenvironment. By
increasing available test capacity in this way, testing phasescan be completed faster, quality can be improved through more extensive testingearlier in
the development cycle, and delivery delays can be cut significantly.
Enterprise Servertheproduction deployment platform from Micro Focus which enables mainframeapplications to be re-hosted as-is on to Windows,
Unix or Linux servers andthe cloud. By choosing where applications are hosted, organisations can achieveservice delivery excellence, cut
considerable execution costs and transform thevalue of applications for the business.
Thisend-to-end solution delivers freedom of choice without the need to replacemainframe applications with a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) package
orre-write applications. In this way, Micro Focus can evolve mainframe systemswith greater flexibility, lower cost, and with a solution that releases
maximumvalue for an organisations business.
To find out moreabout the Micro Focus Enterprise product set visit: http://www.microfocus.com/transform
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